Introduction
Many South-Asian languages have asymmetric complex predicates where a lexical verb combines with a so-called light verb, typically form-identical with a lexical verb. 1 This type of complex predicates remains a difficult matter for linguistic analysis. As Butt (2010:48) puts it: "the study of light verbs and complex predicates is fraught with dangers and misunderstandings". In the few studies on such complex predicates (mostly generative grammar or grammaticalisation studies), there is some debate concerning the grammatical and semantic status of these light verbs. Some researchers (e.g., Hook 1991 , Traugott & Hopper 1993 ) consider them to be grammaticalised forms of lexical verbs as an intermediate step towards further evolution to auxiliaries, a point that others (e.g., Butt & Ramchand 2005 , Butt & Lahiri 2002 , 2013 ) take issue with. At the same time, there seems to be a general consensus in the literature that light verbs function as perfective markers (mostly following Hook 1991), but quite often, light verbs do more than just that and they add some further meaning to the predication. In Butt's words, they "neither retain their full semantic predicational content, nor are they semantically completely empty [but] appear to be semantically light in some manner that is difficult to identify" (2010:48).
information.
The article is structured as follows. In the next section (section 2), we will give a brief general presentation of Odia light verb constructions including an overview of the different verbs that can occur in Odia. Subsequently, in section 3 we will discuss the light verb constructions with -jaa 'go ' and -de ' give' which will be presented in three different parts: firstly, we will illustrate the meaning of the light verb constructions by contrasting them to single verb constructions; secondly, we zoom in on the particular differences between -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' (mostly, but not exclusively, related to differences in transitivity); thirdly, we will consider the intricate relationship of light verb constructions with other elements that pertain to the event Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full constellation, such as the causative marker and the passive construction. In the last section of the paper (section 4), we will offer some explanations for the origin and motivation of the double meaning of the light verb constructions (completion and surprise).
A short overview of Odia light verb constructions
There are two types of complex predicate constructions in Odia: symmetric and asymmetric serial verb constructions. In the symmetric serial verb constructions, illustrated in (1) below, several verbs (along with their complements and adjuncts) form a sequence in a mono-clausal construction, with one subject and one tense value, and without any overt co-ordination or subordination (Sahoo 2001) . In this type of serial verb construction, all the verbs are main verbs; the Tense, Aspect and Mood (TAM) marking is always on the last verb. In the above example, all the verbs share the same subject and object, but in principle they can each have their own object and adverbial modifiers; the subject, however, is always shared by all the verbs in the series.
This article will not consider this type of constructions but instead focus on asymmetric serial verb constructions, so-called light verb constructions (V-v, for short), which combine a main verb and a fully or partially bleached light verb, where the main verb carries the lexical semantic information and determines the argument structure.
Although the second verb in the V-v sequences is form-identical with a main (lexical) (Hook 1993) , Explicator Compound
Verbs (Abbi & Gopalakrishnan 1991) , Complex Predicates (Butt 1995) , or Asymmetric Serial Verb Constructions (Sahoo 2001) . In this paper, we will use the term light verb constructions.
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Unlike in Marathi, a Southern Indo-Aryan language, where the order of the verbs can vary (see Deoskar 2006) , the word order of Odia light verb constructions is fixed: the lexical verb always precedes the light verb (except occasionally in poetic language) and they are always spelled as a single word, the two verbs being linked with the conjunctive marker -i-. (Note that the same conjunctive marker is used with the symmetrical V-V predicates illustrated above.) Light verb constructions thus always take the form V [lexical] -i-V [light] , where the main verb occurs in its root form and the TAM marking occurs on the light verb. In fact, the light verb can be combined with several morphemes carrying grammatical features like ASPect, AUXiliary, Tense, AGReement, etc. Interestingly, the ASP and AUX morphemes are interdependent for their occurrence in a verbal form; i.e., if one occurs, so does the other. However, in the absence of ASP and AUX, the verbal root can occur with the Tense and AGR morphemes (in present tense, only with the AGR morpheme, as PRES tense is not morphologically realized).
The light verbs themselves can be grouped according to their original lexical semantic value (which is, however, fully or partially bleached in these grammaticalised constructions) as follows:
(1) MOTION verbs: -jaa 'go', -chaal 'walk', -paD 'fall', -pakaa 'drop', -uTh 'rise', -aas These light verbs cannot co-occur randomly with any verb, but show clear semantic and grammatical constraints as well as clear frequency differences. As far as the lexical semantic constraints are concerned, the light verb -de 'give' can, for example, not be combined with the lexical verb ne 'take' (*ne-i-de-l-aa *'take-give') and conversely, the light verb -ne 'take' cannot occur with the lexical verb de 'give' (*de-i-nel-aa *'give-take'). Instead, the light verb occurring with the lexical verb ne 'take' is -jaa 'go' (ne-i-jaa' take-go'), the one occurring with de 'give is -de 'give' (de-i-de 'give-give').
Even if the light verbs have been bleached semantically, the reason for this constraint supposedly lies in the (original) semantic incompatibility of the giving and taking events expressed by these verbs. (We will return to such deviant formations in section 3.2.2 below.)
The grammatical constraints essentially concern transitivity. For example, the light verbs -jaa 'go' and -paD 'fall' only combine with intransitive verbs, -de 'give' and -pakaa 'drop' only combine with (di)transitive verbs. This will be elaborated in more detail in section 3 below.
Finally, there are also considerable differences in frequency of use. For example, the light verb -aas 'come' turns out to be fairly infrequent, and while -jaa 'go' and -paD 'fall' can sometimes occur in the same context (e.g., bas-i-jaa 'sit-CONJ-go' and bas-i-paD 'sit-CONJ-fall' both having a meaning which approximates "go and sit down"), -jaa 'go' is much more common which is clearly related to its higher productivity overall. In fact, of all the light verbs, both -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' are the most productive, which is why this paper focuses on these two in particular, even if we will occasionally relate Here, the combination 'take-come' means "bring"; see more on the main verb ne 'take' below.
Notice also in these examples the various transitivity combinations that we mentioned above: in (2), the intransitively used verb bhaang 'break' combines with -jaa 'go'); in (3), the same verb used transitively combines with -de 'give'; and in (4), the intransitive verb so 'sleep' combines with -paD 'fall'. As already specified above, -de 'give' only combines with transitive or ditransitive verbs (e.g., 'kill-give' vs. *die-give';
'give-give'), whereas -jaa 'go' typically combines with intransitives ('come-go'), yet does also occur with transitives ('take-go') and ditransitives ('give-go'). As we will detail below, this occurs in specific uses only. As shown by the contrast between (2a) and (3a), for alternating main verbs (allowing an intransitive and a transitive they express the completion of the event and the idea of unexpectedness or "unsupposedness" (mirativity). The following section will describe in more detail the most frequent representatives of these two verb groups, the light verbs -jaa 'go' & -de 'give'. After that, we will be in a better position to present an account of the origin of the mirative reading of the light verb constructions (section 4).
Analysis of use of light verbs -jaa 'go' & -de 'give'
Our analysis of the Odia light verbs -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' will proceed via three different comparisons:
(1) the use of a single verb as opposed to a V-v construction, which reveals how the latter indicates completion and, typically, unexpectedness, (2) the differences between these two constructions regarding transitivity and event construal (notably the relationship with the causative marker -aa-), In (8a), the construal is sequential, first you go (there), then you sit (there). In (8b), the same holds for the V-V sequence ('go sit'), but not for the light verb construction (V-v 'sit-go'), which has a meaning as described above, for example, when seats (unexpectedly) become available. In line with that meaning, more situationally anchored, the 'there' in (8b) is typically a location visible to the speaker, whereas in (8a)
Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full it can be invisible (e.g., 'go home and sit there'). Notice that in (8a), either the locative or accusative case can be used (foregrounding either the motion or the targeted location) whereas in (8b) the preferred position for the adverb is closest to bas 'sit', in which case only the locative case is acceptable.
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In the next example, the light verb construction 'eat-give' indicates that the eating has been completed, whereas in the single verb construction the completion of the action is not in focus or presupposed. The light verb construction also indicates that this is unplanned (i.e., improvised action given the situation), whereas the single verb construction suggests that this is the way it should be done or the way it is habitually done.
In the (scarce) literature on light verb constructions, the function of the light verb is often said to be that of a perfective or telicity marker (an idea notably defended by Hook 1991); however, we argue (as do Geuder 2001 for Urdu) that it is still different and that it does more than just mark perfectivity or telicity, which is further indicated by the fact that the light verb can still have a perfective morpheme (-i-), as in the following example. is a point to which we will return in section 3.2.2 below.
Note that also future tense marking is possible, preserving the completive meaning as in the following example; we add the single verb for contrastive purposes. 'You leave, I will return the book in the library.'
The light verb construction expresses that the event was unplanned (for example, it
is not the task of the I-person to return the book) and it projects the (future) event as
Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full completed. The single verb construction does not have these two values (e.g., I was the one who borrowed it, so I should also be the one returning it).
In the context of a temporal sequence of events, Another test showing the completive feature of the light verb is given in (13).
The ungrammaticality of (13b) indicates that there is a completive meaning associated with the light verb, which necessarily denotes the completion of the event expressed by the main verb and thus, does not allow negation of the successful outcome of the event.
Author version. In sum, the comparison of the single verb and the light verb construction shows that the light verb indicates completion, as further confirmed by additional morphological aspect and/or tense marking. This is also supported by the other Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi where the contribution of light verb has often been characterized via aspectual terms such as perfectivity (Hook 1991 , Singh 1994 or inception/completion (Butt 1995) . Hook (1973) considers light verbs (which he calls vector verbs) as a subtype of auxiliaries having completive aspectual functions. We agree with Butt & Ramchand (2005) and Butt & Lahiri (2002 , 2013 that, syntactically, light verbs are not like auxiliaries which, moreover, in Odia are always bound morphemes and not independent lexical entries. We disagree with their conclusion that light verbs therefore should be (semi-)lexical and that there is one underspecified lexical entry for both the lexical verb and the light verb (a point to which we will return briefly in section 4.2). What is important, as already stated earlier and clearly illustrated by the examples above, is that there is an additional meaning to the light verb construction with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give', viz. the idea that the event was not supposed or expected to happen but happened nonetheless. 
Transitivity related differences with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give'
The light verbs -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' have different transitivity constraints. The following discussion will first present the general tendencies and give some typical patterns (section 3.2.1); next, it will discuss some deviations from the general rule, considering lexically specific cases as well as more general ones (section 3.2.2); finally, we consider the complex interaction with the causative marker -aa-which affects the transitivity value of the construction (section 3.2.3).
Overall patterns for -jaa 'go' and -de 'give'
As a general rule, -jaa 'go' combines with intransitive verbs or intransitive readings of alternating verbs, -de 'give' is restricted to transitive and ditransitive verbs. Here are two examples with -jaa 'go' combining with the intransitive main verb aas 'come' and intransitively used chir 'tear'; notice that for the latter, -jaa 'go' cannot combine with the transitive construction, as shown by the unacceptability of (15b).
Author version. 
(ii) intransitive verbs:
Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full
As illustrated in the list above, -de 'give' cannot occur with intransitive motion verbs such as 'walk', 'fall', 'climb', etc.
In sum, the use of the light verbs -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' is determined by the transitivity properties of the main verb: -jaa 'go' is used in intransitive constructions and -de 'give', in transitive ones. In view of their lexical origin, the intransitive motion verb jaa 'go' and the ditransitive de 'give', the transitivity difference is no coincidence.
Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full However, despite this general transitivity constraint, there are some deviations and complexities that need to be mentioned; some of these are lexically specific, others are of a more general kind transcending individual verbs.
Deviant patterns for -jaa 'go' and -de 'give'
Beginning with the lexically specific cases, we observe that while -jaa 'go' typically occurs with intransitives (including intransitively used alternation verbs), it can occasionally occur with transitive verbs, but this is a smaller set and for these, some of the lexical meaning of the light verb (referring to being away or disappearing) seems to have been retained.
One case, which has already been mentioned, is the combination with the transitive verb ne 'take', illustrated in the example below. As a transitive verb, ne 'take' should combine with the light verb -de 'give', but as already said above, the (historical) semantic incompatibility of 'take' and 'give' is most likely responsible for making that combination impossible, despite the semantic bleaching of the light verb. 11 There are other 'transitive' light verbs that can occur with ne 'take', like -ne '-take' or -pakaa 'drop'; however, other semantic constraints are at work here. The combination ne-i-ne 'take-take' is reserved for "self-beneficiary taking", i.e., taking for yourself or taking what belongs to you. For example, 'take-take books' means that you take the books that are yours (hence, it is less unexpected and may In fact, the constraint that -jaa 'go' only occurs with intransitive verbs is overruled in some other lexically specific contexts as well. Consider again example (9b) above with the transitive combination 'eat-give', where all of the food has (unexpectedly) been eaten (i.e., has disappeared). In principle, -jaa 'go' should not be allowed in combination with a transitive verb, but in fact, it is possible, but not in reference to regular eating: it is typically used metaphorically, for example, in reference to money that has been embezzled or a flood that has 'eaten' away the riverbanks. Another example is the combination 'forget-go' (with transitive bhul 'forget') where the object forgotten is not (or no longer) with the speaker. It thus seems that -jaa 'go' can occur in transitive contexts where the idea of (total) disappearance is expressed, which can still be related to the semantics of its lexical counterpart jaa 'go (away)'. This suggest that the semantic bleaching of -jaa 'go' may be less than that of -de 'give' for which little if 'On Wednesday last week, I bought all the market's shares for that day.'
The first example ('buy-go') clearly indicates there was successive buying for a certain period of time, whereas the second example ('buy-give') does not, and could refer to a single buying of all the shares at once. Note that on its own, the 'buy-go' combination is still different from a progressive, as this can still be overtly expressed by adding the progressive morpheme (-u-): In the example below, de-i-jaa 'give-go' expresses repeated events of giving money (notice also the progressive marking) where the implication is that the giver has not exhausted all of his money. All in all, the light verb -jaa 'go' is more typical with progressive than -de 'give', even if the latter is not excluded, as illustrated by example (22) above ('eat-give-PROG chocolates').
In short, in the combination with transitive verbs, the light verb -jaa 'go' expresses what could be termed "accumulative repetition", where (identical) repeated events all lead up to completion of the whole event but not beyond the point that it
could not be continued anymore. In other words, there could be another repetition of the event (e.g., buying yet more shares, giving yet more money, etc.). 12 Even if combinations with the light verb -de 'give' may refer to events that similarly build on repeated events, as is the case in (19b), (21), and (22) above, in line with the overall transitive semantics of the construction, they construe these events holistically and imply that a full endpoint has been reached (illustrated in the examples above by the exhaustion of resources). The light verbs -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' thus imply a different degree of completion, a point to which we will return later, after having discussed a last issue with respect to transitivity, viz. the interaction with the causative morpheme and the passive construction.
Causatives and passives
As already mentioned above, there is a set of verbs for which both light verbs are The light verb -de 'give' is to be used here, since that is the one that combines with transitives.
The story gets more complicated when the passive voice is considered. In Odia, the passive is marked by a complex morpheme -aa=jaa that consists of two parts: the -aamorpheme (homonymous with the CAUS morpheme) and the (passive) auxiliary -jaa 'go'. This auxiliary is form-identical with, yet different from, the light verb in asymmetric complex predicates that we discuss in this paper. (To clarify this difference, the complex passive morpheme will be marked as aa=jaa in the glosses; aa=galaa in the past tense.) For example, the passive counterpart of the single causative verb construction in (23b) would be the following: / write-PAST-3SG [+Hon] 'Mother made the child write the letter (completely) '
To summarize this longer description of transitivity in the contexts of Odia light verb constructions, the following observations can be made:
--jaa 'go' combines with intransitive constructions, -de 'give' with transitives or ditransitives; for alternating verbs (infrequent), it is the construction that will determine which light verb is to be used;
-the causative morpheme -aa-can be added to intransitive predicates to make them transitive (adding an Agent) in which case the light verb -de 'give' is used; this morpheme is also used to add a secondary Agent who causes someone else (the primary Agent) to do something;
-there are some verb-specific deviations, such as, e.g. with the verb ne 'take', or some contexts where disappearance is in focus;
--jaa 'go' can also be used with transitive verbs when repetition is at stake or with a multiplex event; the suggestion of completion is often less strong in these cases, in contrast to coding with -de 'give'.
Author version. Published ahead of print, Studia Linguistica (2016) ; http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/stul.12046/full The latter point, the different degree of completion, can be related to a different degree of unexpectedness, which is the last point of difference between the two light verbs, discussed next. After that, in section 4, we will consider the grounds for the association of completion and unexpectedness.
3.3.
Degrees of unexpectedness with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' From the preceding two sections, it can be retained that light verb constructions with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' differ from single verb constructions in that they express completion and unexpectedness, that the two light verbs can be distinguished from each other in terms of transitivity, and that there seems to be a difference of degree regarding the notions of completion, as it appeared in the discussion of the "accumulative repetition" reading of V [trans] -jaa. This difference of degree of completion seems to align with a difference in degree of unexpectedness: -jaa 'go' typically indicates sudden and/or accidental events whereas -de 'give' indicates more deliberate actions and has an even stronger suggestion of completion than does -jaa 'go'. This difference of mirativity can actually be related to the transitivity differences discussed above: transitive verbs typically denote actions where an Agent deliberately does something even though this action, and surely its result, may be surprising to the hearer/speaker. In other words, there is a certain tension between the deliberate action of the Agent and the unexpectedness (of its result) that this may have for the speaker.
Clearly, the mirative reading is one that concerns the relationship between the speaker and the event, not that of the Agent toward his actions. This also applies to the cases with the causative morpheme adding another (typically volitional) Agent. The stronger suggestion of completion that -de 'give' has (compared to -jaa 'go') can also be related to (prototypical) transitivity: a prototypical transitive verb not only encodes goaldirection (an Agent volitionally targeting his actions toward some goal), but also Nishimura (1993) and Lemmens (1998) In sum, the main and strongest factor differentiating the two light verbs -jaa 'go'
and -de 'give' concerns different transitivity constraints. The different degrees of completion and unexpectedness are secondary features that can be argued to be an indirect result of these transitivity differences. It is no coincidence, we believe, that the light verb -jaa 'go' is used in the context of repetitive events discussed earlier (expressing what we have termed "accumulative repetition") which have a less strong commitment to transitivity and completion of the multiplex event. Nevertheless, the two light verb constructions with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' both express completion and unexpectedness, which makes them markedly different from single verb constructions.
The question that we have not yet answered, however, is where this notion of unexpectedness comes from and how it can be linked with completion. The next section will take up this issue in more detail.
Sources of unexpectedness
Invariably, the light verb constructions with -jaa 'go' and -de 'give' express completion and unexpectedness. But how can these two notions be reconciled in a grammatically and semantically coherent model? In other words, how can you go from completion to unexpectedness and/or vice versa? Two possible accounts will be suggested here that could provide a motivation for these two notions to co-occur: one She hypothesizes that "a punctual event is a necessary ingredient for the surprise reading to arise" (idem:201), which is the result of pragmatic inferencing: "this combination yields an onset reading (inceptive) of an event with no internal duration (punctual), which is funny from a pragmatic perspective, yielding surprise" (idem:211). Since in the case of ta och V ('take and V') the punctuality is derived from the light verb, this light verb construction always encodes surprise, whereas the one with gå och V ('go and V') only does when combined with a punctual event verb.
In sum, punctuality gives rise to a surprise reading because the light verb construction focalises both the inception and the completion of the event. In Wiklund's terms (building on Ramchand's (2008) attributes the surprise reading to pragmatic inferencing, because an onset reading is activated for an event with no internal duration (cf. above). However, this is only true for punctual events and while this may have been the origin of the surprise reading, it does not explain why this reading is also present with constructions with non-punctual events. In other words, the (initially) pragmatic reading has become part and parcel of light verb constructions (at least in Odia) regardless of the type of main verb that is being used. This invites a different kind of account, viz. a usage-based account, where such an evolution is naturally accounted for as the outcome of recurrent usage. 
A usage-based account

